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Rivers State was created out of the former Eastern Nigeria on 27 May 1967 by
virtue of the States (Creation and Transitional Provisions) Decree No. 14 of 1967,
and inherited Eastern Nigeria legislation in accordance with section 1(5) of the
said Decree. Consequently, legislation applicable to Rivers State as at 27 May
1967 consisted of the Laws contained in The Revised Edition of The Laws of
Eastern Nigeria 1963 and those enacted between 1963 and 1967. Thereafter,
Edicts were promulgated by the successive Military Governors of Rivers State
between 1968 and 28 May 1999, interspersed with brief periods of democratic
Government that enacted Laws. The first and only revision of the Laws of Rivers
State of Nigeria was published as The Laws of Rivers State of Nigeria 1999
containing legislation still in force at that time. It should be noted that by virtue of
section 3 of the Revised Edition (Laws of Rivers State of Nigeria) Law 1991,
there may be Laws which, although omitted in The Laws of Rivers State of
Nigeria 1999, still have the force of law, just like those included in it.
Unfortunately, there is an operational disconnect between the enactment of
legislation and their publication in the official form either in the Official Gazette or
in bound annual volumes as required by law.Consequently, it becomes a
Herculean task to search for every piece of legislation which may be hidden in
volumes of files containing signed copies or among thousands of copies of the
Official Gazette littered in several locations! Herein lies one aspect of the
indispensability of this book, the first edition of which was published in 1994.
Without this book, citizens, businesses, organisations, law enforcement
agencies, lawyers, Customary Court Judges, Magistrates, High Court Judges,
Federal High Court Judges, Justices of the Court of Appeal and the Supreme
Court, various Rivers State Government Ministries and Departments, etc. may
not be aware of some of the existing laws of Rivers State that are in force. The
Author Dr Leesi Ebenezer Mitee holds a doctoral degree (PhD) of Tilburg
University, The Netherlands; Master of Laws degree (LLM) of the University of
Huddersfield, United Kingdom; Barrister-at-Law postgraduate professional law
practice certificate (BL) of the Nigerian Law School, Lagos, Nigeria; Bachelor of
Laws degree (LLB) and Higher National Diploma (HND) in Town Planning and
Country Planning, both of the Rivers State University, Nigeria. Leesi, a former
legal research national consultant to the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP)on the 1998 PCASED project and a legal research
consultant to the government of Rivers State of Nigeria on the Laws of Rivers
State, is the global pioneer advocate of the universal recognition of the right of
free access to public legal information as a stand-alone or substantive human
right. He discussed the concept of free access to public legal information and the
proposal for its universal recognition elaborately in his 628-page PhD thesis, The
Human Right of Free Access to Public Legal Information: Proposals for its
Universal Recognition and for Adequate Public Access. His Human Right of Free
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Access to Public Legal Information (HURAPLA) website (
publiclegalinformation.com/ ) is dedicated to actualising the law-reform and policyrelevant proposals and recommendations in his PhD thesis. Dr Mitee's special
research interests include different issues in the concept of the human right of
free access to public legislation; legal informatics or legal information technology
(the application of information technology to legal processes and specialised
legal information systems); public access to indigenous customary law;
indigenous rights; and legal systems. More resources on Dr Leesi Ebenezer
Mitee's books are available on his Human Right of Free Access to Public Legal
Information (HURAPLA) website ( publiclegalinformation.com/ ) and
PublishThem.Com website ( publishthem.com/ ).
A beginner's guide to raising goats as productive pets, offering guidance on
choosing a breed, and discussing housing, feeding, milking, making cheese,
harvesting cashmere, training goats for tricks or work, and related topics.
This edition of Importing Into the United States contains material pursuant to the
Trade Act of 2002 and the Customs Modernization Act, commonly referred to as
the Mod Act. Importing Into the United States provides wide-ranging information
about the importing process and import requirements. We have made every effort
to include essential requirements, but it is not possible for a book this size to
cover all import laws and regulations. Also, this publication does not supersede
or modify any provision of those laws and regulations. Legislative and
administrative changes are always under consideration and can occur at any
time. Quota limitations on commodities are also subject to change. Therefore,
reliance solely on the information in this book may not meet the "reasonable
care" standard required of importers.
"A publication by the U.S. Department of Commerce."
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the award-winning author of We Should All Be
Feminists and Half of a Yellow Sun—the story of two Nigerians making their way
in the U.S. and the UK, raising universal questions of race, belonging, the
overseas experience for the African diaspora, and the search for identity and a
home. Ifemelu and Obinze are young and in love when they depart military-ruled
Nigeria for the West. Beautiful, self-assured Ifemelu heads for America, where
despite her academic success, she is forced to grapple with what it means to be
black for the first time. Quiet, thoughtful Obinze had hoped to join her, but with
post-9/11 America closed to him, he instead plunges into a dangerous,
undocumented life in London. Fifteen years later, they reunite in a newly
democratic Nigeria, and reignite their passion—for each other and for their
homeland.
This book breaks new ground in the studies of green transition. It frames the
ongoing transformation in terms of a "battle of modernities" with the emerging
vision of ecomodernity as the final destination. It also offers a systematic
exploration of the potential for extensive transformation of carbon-intensive
sectors – with a focus on energy and transport – towards a low or post-carbon
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economy. The book does so in a comparative perspective, by pointing to a
diversity of techno-economic and institutional solutions in the mature Western
economies, and in the rapidly growing East and developing South. The
contributors highlight a broad spectrum of available alternatives as well as
illuminate conflicting interests involved. They also demonstrate how solutions to
the climate challenge require parallel technological and governance innovation.
The book advocates a new, overarching vision and agenda of ecomodernity –
based on a synergistic paradigm-shift in industry, politics and culture – to trigger
and sustain the ecological innovation necessary to tip development in a green
direction. This vision cannot be monolithic; rather, it should reflect the diverse
interests and conditions of the global population. This book is aimed at
researchers and postgraduate students of energy, transport, environmental and
climate policies, as well as development, environment, innovation and
sustainability.
Edible insects have always been a part of human diets, but in some societies
there remains a degree of disdain and disgust for their consumption. Insects offer
a significant opportunity to merge traditional knowledge and modern science to
improve human food security worldwide. This publication describes the
contribution of insects to food security and examines future prospects for raising
insects at a commercial scale to improve food and feed production, diversify
diets, and support livelihoods in both developing and developed countries. Edible
insects are a promising alternative to the conventional production of meat, either
for direct human consumption or for indirect use as feedstock. This publication
will boost awareness of the many valuable roles that insects play in sustaining
nature and human life, and it will stimulate debate on the expansion of the use of
insects as food and feed.
It has been stated that information is the currency of the 21st century, and billions
of words are added every minute to the mountains of words in the library of
human existence. This mountain at most can be very intimidating and mind
boggling, and navigating through the burrows and rows of words in this library,
searching for new information or knowledge, can be very daunting. No wonder,
through the help of technology, the world is gradually moving from “Do it for us”,
to Do it yourself”. But doing it yourself, requires skills, time, patience and
resilience. Since, it has no doubt, increasingly become difficult for people to do
research online, access relevant information, or develop new skills, probably due
to the constraint of time. It is our quest to help you overcome all these
constraints, which gave birth to the book“DO IT YOURSELF”. Do it yourself, is
the most comprehensive guide of How to's, in any subject matter that is of
interest to you. We gracefully understand what it takes to browse through
thousands or even millions of pages onlIne, looking for information on the new
skill you want to acquire, or the new information you want to access, we have
therefore save you time and money by compiling all the information in a book
form, to save you millions of hours of research, data, and loss of quality time with
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loved ones. Do it yourself is therefore aimed at helping you achieve more and
become better with less efforts, which will directly or indirectly change your way
of thinking for the betterment of your life and that of others.
"The Guide, in Part I, begins with a brief description of generalized CEA and how
it relates to the two questions raised above. It then considers issues relating to
study design, estimating costs, assessing health effects, discounting, uncertainty
and sensitivity analysis, and reporting results. Detailed discussions of selected
technical issues and applications are provided in a series of background papers,
originally published in journals, but included in this book for easy reference in
Part II." (from the back cover).
Mini-Importation Business for Smart Entrepreneurs (Buy, Sell and Profit
FAST!)Learn more About the Ecommerce/Importation Business in
Nigeria:(a)Discover How to: Purchase products from USA, UK and CHINA and
get it delivered to your doorstep in Nigeria. (b)Discover: 3 Secret Websites in
China where you can import products and make 500% profits. (c)My Guaranteed
Method: That ensures your purchased products are delivered to you 100%.
(d)How to Identify and Purchase products only from trusted suppliers everytime.
(e)Why you should never use O.P.M for your importation business in Nigeria.
(f)How to Promote Your Products: 20+ websites, 100+ blogs, social media
marketing & other tips and tweaks. (g)Answers to 50+ Frequently Asked
Importation Questions. (h>Logistics: 10+ shipping & logistics company that will
procure and ship products to Nigeria from abroad. 100% Comprehensive
Importation Manual for:(a)Importation business coaches, trainers and turors in
Nigeria. (b)Importation business seminar in Nigeria. (c)Importation business
guide in Nigeria.
This publication is the world's most extensive, hands-on and neutral source of
information on international trade of coffee. It covers trade issues relevant to coffee
growers, traders, exporters, transportation companies, certifiers, associations,
authorities and others in coffee-producing countries. This third edition marks the 20th
anniversary of this popular guide. It includes new material on climate change, the role
of women in the coffee sector and comparison of sustainability schemes.
Cameroon Investment and Business Guide - Strategic and Practical Information
Aquaponics is the integration of aquaculture and soilless culture in a closed production
system. This manual details aquaponics for small-scale production--predominantly for
home use. It is divided into nine chapters and seven annexes, with each chapter
dedicated to an individual module of aquaponics. The target audience for this manual is
agriculture extension agents, regional fisheries officers, non-governmental
organizations, community organizers, government ministers, companies and singles
worldwide. The intention is to bring a general understanding of aquaponics to people
who previously may have only known about one aspect.
First Published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
This Gadget Importation from USA to Africa provides necessary information on online
importation. Online Import business is a very lucrative business. This is a wellPage 4/6
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explanatory book on the importation, the risks, and how to overcome them. It's a book
that explains step-by-step details on importation. This covers how to import from USA,
and the UK. You will learn how to 1. Bid and win on many USA Websites 2. identify
fraudulent sellers on over 85 top stores in the US 3. hot products that in high demand
for sale 4. buy cars, phones, Laptop, and other mini gadgets from the US and ship to
your country 5. sell your products using online platforms 6. use Facebook ads that
convert with social strategies to help you sell7. start your business with less than
$1008. how to get your product shipped at a reasonable price. This boom is a trusted
guide for Americans and Non-Americans to selling their gadgets to African Countries,
as African countries have been avenued market for products and gadgets that are
depreciating in America, You can simply sell them to African countries.This book also
contain Contacts of relaible Agents and entrepreneurs that have good score in business
and are reliable.Buy to Learn more....
An understanding the political economy of Nigeria is needed to reveal the root causes of its
many ethnic, religious, economic, and political problems and to address them for the long term.
The pressures now weighing on Nigeria could literally fracture the state along deep fault lines if
rampant corruption and partisanship continues. As mutually important partners for both of our
interests in Africa, the United States should assist in specific but indirect ways to help
Nigerians overcome their political economic problems. Within such assistance, the role of the
U.S. military is particularly delicate but needed through focused aid to specific programs and
sharing of expertise, all best managed through employing units that are regionally aligned to
Nigeria or West Africa.
There is a range of West African Dwarf goats, the Nigerian Dwarf goat amongst them.This
breed, alongside different small goats, used to be imported to the United States between the
Nineteen Twenties and 1960s.While it has its starting place in Africa, Nigerian goats had been
bred to extra carefully resemble small dairy goats and are now appropriate for dairy
manufacturing on a small scale.In 2005, Nigerian Dwarf goats had been formally diagnosed
utilizing the American Dairy Goat Association.CharacteristicsSize, Height, And WeightGoats,
like most farm animals, are measured in measurement from the floor they are standing on to
the pinnacle of their back.Their back, or shoulder area, is referred to as their withers.Does can
develop to be between sixteen and 21 inches tall whilst bucks can develop to be between 18
and 23 inches tall.For weight, assume your Nigerian Dwarf goat to weigh between 60 and
eighty pounds. They are truly an awful lot smaller in dimension than giant goats.Colors And
PatternsLike large dairy goats, these dwarf goats will have short, high-quality hair. There are
lots of coloration combos to be found.Common shades encompass gold, black, and darkish
brown, however additionally count on these colors to exhibit up in all kinds of
patterns.Interestingly, whilst some Nigerian Dwarf goats have horns, others will be naturally
hornless.As for their heads, you will see brief ears that stick up on the pinnacle of a straight
face.
Whether you want to the make most of a small plot of land or add diversity to a large farm,
raising miniature livestock can be a fun and profitable experience. With expert advice on
choosing a breed that suits your needs, Sue Weaver shows you how to house, feed, and care
for miniature goats, sheep, donkeys, pigs, horses, cattle, and llamas. You’ll be inspired by
profiles of successful breeders as you learn everything you need to know to keep your
miniature livestock healthy and productive.
This book explores the disturbing dimensions of the problem of insecurity in Nigeria, such as
herdsmen violence, the Boko Haram insurgency, cybercrime, militancy in the Niger Delta,
communal conflict and violence, as well as police corruption. It offers a comprehensive
discussion of the theoretical foundations of internal security, the threats to internal security, the
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role of formal and informal agencies in internal security management and the challenges of
internal security management.
This is the United Nations definitive report on the state of the world economy, providing global
and regional economic outlook for 2020 and 2021. Produced by the Department of Economic
and Social Affairs, the five United Nations regional commissions, the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, with contributions from the UN World Tourism
Organization and other intergovernmental agencies.

These twelve dazzling stories from Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie — the Orange
Broadband Prize–winning author of Half of a Yellow Sun — are her most intimate
works to date. In these stories Adichie turns her penetrating eye to the ties that
bind men and women, parents and children, Nigeria and the United States. In “A
Private Experience,” a medical student hides from a violent riot with a poor
Muslim woman, and the young mother at the centre of “Imitation” finds her
comfortable life in Philadelphia threatened when she learns that her husband has
moved his mistress into their Lagos home. Searing and profound, suffused with
beauty, sorrow and longing, this collection is a resounding confirmation of
Adichie’s prodigious literary powers.
I have over 5 years of experience in the Mini Importation Business and have
successfully imported thousands of products from China to my destination
country with ease and at very cheap costs. Especially from 1688.com.1688.com
is the biggest and most popular Chinese wholesale platform where retailers in
China buy products directly from the manufacturers and resell at a higher price
on other platforms such as Alibaba, Aliexpress, Gearbest etc. So if you thought
you always get the best price for items purchased on Alibaba or Aliexpress, you
are wrong because these platforms sell products at prices up to 4X or more
compared to the price of same item if purchased directly from 1688.com.But the
problem is that 1688.com website is written in Chinese language and meant for
the Chinese based retailers. So most people rely on using Google translate and
Chinese based suppliers to order for products from the platform.With this step by
step guide, you will learn how to purchase products directly from sellers on
1688.com who are usually the manufacturers of the products and ship it directly
to your location without hassle and cheaply. It Covers The Following: 1. Sourcing
for products from 1688 at very cheap price 2. Steps to buy products directly from
manufacturers on 1688 without the use of suppliers 3. Contacting the product
manufacturer/supplier 4. Paying for your items 5. shipping your goods 6.
ResourcesGet the complete guide now and learn the secrets of importing
products easily from 1688.com by yourself which most people don't know about.
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